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MGNN: Mutualistic Graph Neural Network for
Joint Friend and Item Recommendation

Yang Xiao, Lina Yao, Member, IEEE, Qingqi Pei, Senior Member, IEEE, Xianzhi Wang, Member, IEEE,
Jian Yang, Member, IEEE, and Quan Z. Sheng, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Many social studies and practical cases suggest that people’s consumption behaviors and social behaviors are not
isolated but interrelated in social network services. However, most existing research either predicts users’ consumption preferences
or recommends friends to users without dealing with them simultaneously. We propose a holistic approach to predict users’ preferences
on friends and items jointly and thereby make better recommendations. To this end, we design a graph neural network that incorporates
a mutualistic mechanism to model the mutual reinforcement relationship between users’ consumption behaviors and social behaviors.
Our experiments on the two-real world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in both social recommendation and link
prediction.

Index Terms—Joint Recommendation, Social Networks, Mutualistic Model, Graph Neural Networks
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE past decades have witnessed the prosperity of social
network service platforms such as Epinions and Face-

book. These platforms facilitate the establishment of social
relationship among people who share similar preferences,
activities, or real-life interactions. A social network service
platform typically supports two types of user behaviors:
consumption behaviors (e.g., purchasing an item, rating an
item, or checking-in at certain locations) and social behav-
iors (e.g., befriending by linking to another user). Social
studies reveal that the two types of behaviors are correlated,
instead of being isolated. These observations perfectly align
with the social influence theory: a user’ preference for items
or locations can be easily influenced by its social links while
users with similar interests are likely to build a relationship.
In fact, users’ consumption and social behaviors can mutu-
ally reinforce each other, and further drives the continuous
development of social network services. We use an example
(Fig.1) to illustrate the mutual reinforcement relationship:
Bob may purchase a pair of sports shoes from Adidas after
seeing his friend David did that; Alice may make friends
with Bob, knowing that he is also fond of photography.

Most existing studies focus on either of the two types of
behaviors. They either totally ignore the other behavior type
or leverage the information about one behavior to improve
the task performance in the other behavior type. For exam-
ple, some work [1], [2] incorporates users’ social relationship
to predict users’ consumption preference; others [3], [4], [5],
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example

[6] take users’ historical consumption information as addi-
tional features to mine unknown social connections among
users. The limited studies that solve social recommendation
and link prediction tasks jointly appear only very recently
[7], [8], and they simply use concatenation or weighted
sum to aggregate users’ consumption and social behavior
information. Such operations cannot explore the mutual
relationship well.

We design a Mutualistic Graph Neural Network
(MGNN) for joint friend and item recommendation (Sec-
tion 4). MGNN contains four layers: the spatial layer, the
spectral layer, the mutualistic layer and the predicted layer.
The spatial layer and spectral layer first extract latent
embeddings from user-item and user-user data, then the
mutualistic layer merges the two embeddings and transmits
the new generated embeddings to the predicted layer, which
finally accomplishes the joint tasks. In particular, MGNN
incorporates a mutualistic mechanism in the graph neural
network to represent and leverage the mutual relationship
among the two types of user behaviors. Our mutualistic
mechanism (Section 3) is inspired by the mutualistic model,
which originates from exploring the implicit interactive
relationship between two species. The mutualistic model
focuses on simulating the growth rate in the real nature and
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TABLE 1
Notations

Symbols Description
R The user-item rating matrix (i.e., user-item graph)
U , I, µi, ij User set, Item set, the ith user, the jth item
rij The rating of ij by µi
S, siv The user-user social graph, the link between µi and µv
d The length of embedding vector
P , pi User-specific matrix, the user-specific embedding of µi
Q, qj Item-specific matrix, the item-specific embedding of ij
F , f i User latent social matrix, the latent social embedding of µi
Nµi The set of items rated by µi
Nij The set of users rated ij
N fµi The set of users directly linked with µi
zI
i The item influence embedding of µi
zS
i The social item embedding of µi
zpre I
i The consumption preference embedding of µi
zpre S
i The social preference embedding of µi
zuPi The user preference embedding of µi
zuSi The user social embedding of µi
zu mi The mutual embedding of µi
zu mPi The mutual preference embedding of µi
zu mSi The mutual social embedding of µi
�, ⊗, � Concatenation operation, dot production, element-wise ×
MLP (·), φ Multi-Layer Perceptron, activation function
W/Wj , b/bj The weights and biases of neural network

digging up the latent elements in biology dynamically. It
has plenty of theoretic support [9] for modeling the mutual-
reinforcement relationship in broader contexts. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first effort on applying the
mutualistic model to recommendation problems. We have
reviewed the related work (Section 2) and conducted exten-
sive experiments (Section 5) to demonstrate the advantages
of our approach.

2 RELATED WORK

The previous studies either consider the social influence
for item recommendation [1], [2], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16] or explore users’ explicit social data (via matrix
factorization or representative learning) for link prediction
[3], [4], [6]. Only very limited work have studied friend
and item recommendation as a joint problem: Shu et al.
[7] first use transfer learning to extract user features from
existing social media and then predict users’ consumption
preference and suggest new links on the newly launched
social websites; Wu et al. [8] propose a general neural frame-
work to jointly model the evolution of users’ consumption
preference and social links. The existing studies have two
drawbacks. First, the work based on matrix factorization
(e.g., [7]) are susceptible to data sparsity. Second, the ap-
proaches either use simple concatenation [8] or weighted
sum operation [7]) to combine users’ consumption and
social link information; therefore, they cannot well model
the sophisticated relationship between users’ consumption
preference and social behaviors.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach that incor-
porates the mutualistic mechanism to overcome the above
drawbacks in addressing the joint recommendation tasks.

3 PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces some background knowledge of our
work. Table 1 shows the main notations used in this paper.

3.1 Mutualisitic Model

The Mutualistic model describes the ecological interaction
between two or more species where each species benefits
[9]. Examples of mutualism include flowering plants being
pollinated by animals, vascular plants being dispersed by
animals, and corals with zooxanthellae. A popular way
to dynamically simulate the variation between species be-
hind the mutualistic phenomenon is via partial differential
equations [9] such as the Lotka-Volterra equations [9]. Lotka-
Volterra assumed that the growth of a species depends
on its self-interaction and the benefits obtained from the
interaction with the other species, which is formulated as
follows: {

Ṅ1 = r1N1 + α1N1N2

Ṅ2 = r2N2 + α2N1N2
(1)

where N1, N2 represent the quantity of two species;
Ṅi (i=1,2) denotes the growth velocity of each species;
r1, r2, α1, α2 are positive parameters. The Lotka-Volterra
equations aim to find an equilibrium from, rather than
solving Eq. (1). Such an insight lowers the complexity of
research on mutualism because not all the partial differential
equations have a unique solution [9].

3.2 Motivation for Applying the Mutualistic Model

The mutual reinforcement relationship between users’ con-
sumption preference and social links has been validated
to exist by multiple studies [7], [8]: on the one hand, a
user prefers to contact or share its shopping experience
with those who have similar interests or hobbies, which
strengthens their connections; on the other hand, user’s
social relationship can enhance the recommendation perfor-
mance [1], [2], [10].

The mutualistic model has been extensively studied [9]
and has the advantage of modeling the mutual interaction
between species via exploring the latent mutual interactive
elements, which makes it a perfect fit for modeling the above
mutual reinforcement relationship in social networks. In
particular, we design our strategy by adapting Lotka-Volterra
equations as follows:{

zmPi = zµPi � zµPi � z
µS
i

zmSi = zµSi � zµPi � z
µS
i

(2)

where zµPi and zµSi denote the µi’s preference embedding
and social embedding; zmPi and zmSi are the mutual embed-
ding for social recommendation and link prediction tasks,
respectively; � denotes the concatenation operation; � is
the element-wise mutiplication for simulating the mutual
interaction.

3.3 Problem Formulation

We consider both the rating of users on items and social
relationship among users. We denote by R = {rij}m×n the
user-item rating matrix that contains m users and n items,
where rij = 1 if user µi rated item ij and 0 otherwise. We
denote by Nµi and Nij the set of items rated by µi and the
set of users who have rated ij , respectively. We use S =
{siv}m×m to represent a social graph, where siv = 1 if µi
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has a relationship with µv and 0 otherwise. Sicne S is a bi-
directional graph, S is a symmetric matrix.

Given rating matrixR and social graph S , our objectives
are: 1) obtaining the feature representation of each user’s
consumption preference and social preference; 2) quantify-
ing the social influence on user preference and homophily
influence on social links; 3) predicting unobserved ratings
and social links in R and S , or more precisely, the proba-
bility of µi clicking a new item i+j and the probability of µi
establishing a new link with a new user µ+

v .

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

Fig. 2 shows the overall structure of MGNN, which contains
four parts: spatial layer, spectral layer, mutualistic layer, and
predicted layer.

4.1 Spatial Layer
The spatial layer aims to learn the users’ consumption
preference embedding from the rating matrix R. Since a
user’s consumption preference depends on both the items
preferred by itself and the items preferred by its friends in a
social network [1], we learn users’ consumption preference
embedding from two aspects: item influence embedding
and social item embedding. Our idea of considering the
neighborhood influence in this layer is inspired by Graph-
Sage [5]. Such consideration enables to leverage the graph
structure as the input to replace the sparse matrix, thus
mitigating the adverse effect of data sparsity. Meanwhile, it
enables to aggregate a portion of (sampled neighbor) nodes
instead of all the nodes during extracting embeddings, thus
relieving the computation cost for large transductive graphs.
We construct the spatial layer as follows:
Item influence embedding zIi : We learn item influence
embedding zIi from µi’s historical records of items. Each µi
has a direction connection with every item that µi rated in
R. Given a µi, we denoteNµi as the set of items rated by µi;
Similarly, given an item ij , we denoteNij as the set of users
who rated item ij . For example, in Fig. 2, user µi (denoted
by a filled red circle) purchased two items (denoted by
yellow hexagons): i1 and i4; therefore, Nµi = {i1, i4}. Since
both µi and µ3 (denoted by a plain circle) purchased i1,
Ni1={µi,µ3}.

Let hij be the aggregated feature vector of item ij , we
first aggregate the feature of users in Nij :

hij = φ

W ∑
µk∈Nij

pk + b

 (3)

Then, we aggregate all the hij (∀ij ∈ Nµi ) to generate
item influence embedding zIi :

zIi = φ

W1

∑
ij∈Nµi

hij + b1

 (4)

Social item embedding zSi : Social item embedding zSi
reflects the preference influence of µi’s friends on µi. We
useN f

µi to denote the set of µi’s friends. Each user µl inN f
µi

has its own historical records on items, denoted by Nµl . For
example, in the up-left of Fig.2, user µi has two friends:

µ1 and µ2 (colored in blue in the user-item ratings graph),
where their purchased items are marked by Nµ1

and Nµ2
,

respectively. In order to efficiently learn zSi , we adopt the
similar structure applied in zIi . Let hµl be the aggregated
feature vector of user µl, We first aggregate the features of
items in Nµl (µl ∈ N f

µi ):

hµl = φ

W2

∑
ij∈Nµl

qj + b2

 (5)

Given all hµl (∀µl ∈ N f
µi ), we aggregate them to generate

social item embedding zSi :

zSi = φ

W3

∑
µl∈N fµi

hµl + b3

 (6)

Then µi’s consumption preference embedding zpre Ii is
computated as follows:

zpre Ii = MLP (zIi � z
S
i ) (7)

4.2 Spectral Layer
The spectral layer focuses on learning user’s social pref-
erence embedding from the social graph S . We apply the
spectral layer for two reasons: 1) spectral graph convolu-
tion networks can take into account implicit connections
between nodes when extracting features, thus relieving the
adverse effect of data sparsity; 2) building a spectral graph
convolution network requires constructing a spectral kernel,
which demands the input to be an asymmetric matrix, while
the social graph S , is a symmetric matrix that readily meet
the requirements.

Given a social graph S , we construct the graph convolu-
tion kernel (denoted by Ŝ) as follows:

1) Constructing a normalized Laplacian matrix L via
L = Im − D−

1
2SD−

1
2 , where Im is an m × m

identity matrix, D is the m × m diagonal degree
matrix defined as Dnn =

∑
j Sm,j .

2) Constructing Ŝ via Ŝ = UU> + UΛU>, where U
and λ are the eigen-vector matrix and eigen-value
matrix of L.

For ∀µi, we can get its links set as N f
µi . We can then

proceed to obtain its friends’ social features Soci:

Soci = {socki | socki ∈MLP (ŜF ), µk ∈ N f
µi} (8)

Finally, we obtain the social preference embedding
zpre Si of µi by the following:

zpre Si = φ

W 4

∑
µk∈N fµi

socki + b4

 (9)

4.3 Mutualistic Layer
The mutualistic layer aims to model the mutual implicit re-
inforcement relationship between user’s consumption pref-
erence and social links [7], inspired by the mutualistic
model. We include the mutualistic layer based on three con-
siderations. First, users’ consumption behavior and social
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Fig. 2. The architecture of MGNN. It contains four components: spatial layer, spectral layer, mutualistic layer, and predicted layer.

behavior are interactively influenced between each other,
according to the social influence theory [1], [10]. Second, the
effectiveness of applying users’ social links to item recom-
mendation has been validated to improve recommendation
performance [1], [2], [10]. Third, the mutualistic model
inherently models the mutual reinforcement relationship
between species by exploring the latent mutual elements
that positively influence the growth of species, making it a
perfect fit for handling joint recommendation tasks.

We construct the input of the mutualistic layer, including
user preference embedding zuPi and user social embed-
ding zuSi , based on µ’s consumption preference embedding
(zipre I ) and social preference embedding (zipre S):{

zuPi = MLP (zpre Ii � pi)

zuSi = MLP (zpre Si � f i)
(10)

Then, we construct a new generating embedding called
mutual embedding (zmi ) to capture the mutual influence
between user’s consumption preference and social links
according to Section 3.2:

zmi = zuPi � zuSi (11)

Finally, we produce µi’s mutual preference embedding
zµ mP
i and mutual social embedding zµ mS

i as follows:{
zµ mP
i = zmPi � zuPi
zµ mS
i = zmSi � zuSi

(12)

4.4 Predicted Layer
The predicted layer predicts µs’s consumption preference
towards a new item and linking preference towards a new
user based on µ’s mutual preference embedding (zµ mP

i )
and mutual social embedding (zµ mS

i ). To this end, we first
transform zµ mP

i and zµ mS
i into the appropriate input for

the predicted layer as follows:{
zNew P
i = MLP (zµ mP

i )

zNew S
i = MLP (zµ mS

i )
(13)

Given an item-specific embedding qj or user latent social
embedding fv , we derive the predicted rating r̂ij and link
ŝiv as follows: {

r̂ij = zNew P
i q>j

ŝiv = zNew S
i p>v

(14)

Then, we use a BPR loss to estimate model parameters
and to guarantee the recommendation performance. Basi-
cally, the BPR loss is a pair-wise loss function that considers
the relative order between observed and unobserved user-
item/user-user interactions. It has been widely used to
optimize recommendation approaches [3]. We define the
following loss function for optimizing MGNN:

loss = −
∑

(i,j,k)∈O

lnσ(r̂ij−r̂ik)−
∑

(i,v,y)∈Of
lnσ(ŝiv−ŝiy)+λ ‖ Θ ‖22

(15)
where O = {(i, j, k)|(i, j) ∈ R+, (i, k) ∈ R−} and Of =
{(i, v, y)|(i, v) ∈ S+, (i, y) ∈ S−} denote the training set
for social recommendation and link prediction; ‘+’ denotes
the observed data in graph; ‘−’ denotes the unobserved
data sampled from graph; σ(·) is the sigmoid function;
Θ = {P ,Q,F } is the regularization term to avoid over-
fitting. We conduct L2 regularization parameterized by λ
on Θ. Finally, we adopt Adam optimizer to minimize the
loss function and to update model parameters. Compared
with other optimizers such as RMSprop and AdaGrad,
Adam optimizer yields faster convergence and mitigates the
burden of fine-tuning the learning rate.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Datasets
We conducted experiments on Epinions1 and Flixster2

datasets, where we preserved only active users and items,
i.e., users who provided more than four ratings or social

1. http://www.trustlet.org/downloaded epinions.html
2. http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nTKRWJ63-2EnRtiyGwDdKd9

RKGDHcBA3/view
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(a) Precision on Epinions (b) Recall on Epinions (c) Fscore on Epinions (d) NDCG on Epinions

(e) Precision on Flixster (f) Recall on Flixster (g) Fscore on Flixster (h) NDCG on Flixster

Fig. 3. Performance comparison on social recommendation

(a) Precision on Epinions (b) Recall on Epinions (c) Fscore on Epinions (d) NDCG on Epinions

(e) Precision on Flixster (f) Recall on Flixster (g) Fscore on Flixster (h) NDCG on Flixster

Fig. 4. Performance comparison on link prediction

TABLE 2
Statistics of datasets

datasets Epinions Flixster
# Users 6015 13552
# Items 16706 7237
# Ratings 222184 850038
# Links 129272 262432
R-Density (%) 0.44% 0.86%
L-Density (%) 0.71% 0.29%

records and items that were rated by more than four users.
We then presented each rating using either 1 or 0: we set the
rating to 1 if user µi rated item ij or 0 otherwise. Table 2
shows statistics of the datasets after the above filtering and
presentation.

5.2 Evaluation Method

We applied a four-fold cross-validation to evaluate the
performance of different approaches in our experiments. In

each run, we randomly sampled 75% ratings and social links
of each user to serve as training data and the rest as testing
data. Then, we generated a ranked list of N new items or
links to each testing user to compare the recommendation
results of approaches, where we varied N from 5 to 25. We
measure the recommendation quality via four metrics: Pre-
cision@N, Recall@N, Fscore@N, and NDCG@N, which have
been extensively applied to evaluating the performance of
recommended lists [3].

5.3 Compared Approaches

Our comparative experiments included two parts: social
recommendation and link prediction. For social recommen-
dation, we compared our approach with several competitive
approaches as follows:

• Crossfire [7], a cross-social media framework based
on matrix factorization, which simultaneously ad-
dress friend and item recommendation.
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• NJM [8], which jointly models the evolution of user
feedback and social links for social network services
platforms.

• TrustSVD [1], which capture user and item biases
as well as the explicit and implicit influence of both
rated items and trusted users when predicting un-
known ratings.

• DSR [2], which learn informative yet compact binary
codes for users and items in social recommendation.

• ASR [17], an adversarial training approach for social
recommendation, which applies GCN in the discrim-
inator.

• DiffNet [16], which is based on PinSage [18] via
incorporating social relationship into the modelling
during recommendation.

• GraphRec [10], a graph attention-based network ap-
proach that jointly captures interactions and opinions
in a user-item bipartite graph by considering various
sources of information, including social links and
ratings.

For social links prediction, we compared our approach
with the following approaches besides CrossFire [7] and
NJM [8]:

• BayDNN [3], a one-dimensional convolutional neu-
ral network that extracts latent feature representa-
tion and utilizes Bayesian ranking method to obtain
users’ preferences on unknown social links.

• GraphSage [5], which exploits the neighborhood
structure through sampled paths on the graph and
uses user-specific aggregaters to obtain the embed-
ding of a target node.

• ASNE [4], a social network embedding framework
which learns representations for a target user while
preserving both the structural proximity and at-
tribute proximity to recommend friends.

• Deepinf [6], which takes a user’s local network as
the input to a graph neural network and learns the
user’s latent social representation via incorporating
network structures and user-specific features into
convolutional neural attention networks.

5.4 Parameter Settings
We implemented MGNN using Pytorch3. All the experi-
ments were conducted on a Titan Xp GPU. We trained all ap-
proaches for a maximum of 500 epochs or until convergence
(i.e., none of the metrics improved after 50 epochs) and
saved model parameters every 20 epochs. As for MGNN,
we tuned the number of neighborhood sampling in spatial
attention layer among {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} (defaulted to 20).
For the embedding size d, we tested its value among {16,
24, 32, 64, 128}. We empirically set the size of the hidden
layer the same to the embedding size and the activation
function as LeakyReLU. The learning rate was tested on
{0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01}. As for NJM and ELJP related
with time variation, we marked four timestamps according
to the fold of datasets, i.e., we randomly marked the train set
from 1 to 3 timestamps and the test set the 4th timestamp.

3. https://pytorch.org/

(a) Precision on Epinions (b) Recall on Epinions

(c) Fscore on Epinions (d) NDCG on Epinions

Fig. 5. Self-Comparison on Social Recommendation

For all the other approaches, we kept their configurations
as described in the original papers. The batch size and
regularization parameter λ were fixed to 128 and 0.01 in
all experiments.

5.5 Complexity Analysis
GNN contains four parts, as shown in Fig.2. For each user
µi, we first extracts the user’s item influence embedding zIi
and social item embedding zSi , with the time complexity
of O(km), where k and m are fixed for the first layer and
the second layer in the spatial layer. For social preference
embedding, we use graph convolutional network to extract
the latent representative with the time complexity of O(1).
The mutualistic layer and predicted layer also have the time
complexity of O(1) because they just execute the dot mul-
tiply and plus operations. For inference, we need O(nkm)
to implement MGNN for n users, where k and m is rather
smaller than n. Hence, MGNN can scale linearly with the
time complexity of O(n).

5.6 Comparison Results
Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the performance of our approach
in comparison with other schemes on the Epinions and
Flixster datasets. The results show our proposed scheme
significantly outperformed the compared approaches with
respect to Precision@N, Recall@N, Fscore@N, and NDCG@N
on both social recommendation or link prediction tasks.
Besides, we had the following observations: 1) GraphRec,
ASR, DiffNet and DSR attained better performance than
the other three approaches in social recommendation. 2)
Graph-based schemes (GraphSage and Deepinf) performed
better than non-graph schemes (BayDNN, Crossfire, and
NJM) in link prediction. 3) NJM performed better than
Crossfire in solving joint tasks, indicating the advantages
of neural network over matrix factorization in handling the
joint tasks.

5.7 Mutualistic Mechnasm Analysis
In this experiment, we designed a concatenation layer to
replace the mutualistic layer in our scheme to form the new
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(a) Precision on Epinions (b) Recall on Epinions

(c) Fscore on Epinions (d) NDCG on Epinions

Fig. 6. Self-Comparison on Links Prediction

scheme called Simple MGNN. We used Simple MGNN
as the baseline to compared with MGNN to evaluate the
impact of the mutualistic mechanism on our approach.
Concatenation Layer. We constructed the concatenate layer
by concatenating user preference embedding zuPi and user
social embedding zuSi to obtain a mixed representation,
which were further used to generate a new mutual prefer-
ence embedding zmPi and a new mutual social embedding
zmSi : 

zmix = zuPi � zuSi
zmPi = MLP (zmix)

zmSi = MLP (zmix)

(16)

The predicted layer took the newly generated embedding
(zmPi and zmSi ) as the input. Simple MGNN followed the
identical parameter settings of MGNN.

Fig.5 and Fig. 6 show MGNN outperformed Sim-
ple MGNN by a large margin of 15% in both precision
and NDCG for link prediction. Besides, performance com-
parisons of the same schemes under varied N shows the
variation tendency of precision is contrary to that of recall.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework for
jointly modeling users’ preferences and social interactions
in social networks. Our proposed scheme first applies a
spatial and spectral neural network layer to capture users’
preference features and social features from observed data
and then merges these two features via a mutualistic layer
to solve social recommendation and link prediction tasks
simultaneously. Our experiments on two real-world datasets
demonstrate the superior performance of our approach over
state-of-the-art approaches in both tasks. Our future work
includes applying graph neural networks and merging
knowledge graphs into graph neural networks for recom-
mendations.
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